
 

Deployment of forward holding area (FHA), Barricades and Negotiations Teams  

16 August 2012  
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Briefing of commanders 

Phase One: 

Six (6) Nyala with razor wire were kept static at the hill, barrier in the 
morning with a formation of about 100 meters apart from each other.  

Resources where allocated as follows: 

53 members were allocated to the blocking line for deployment of 
razors.  

NYALA 1 

Seven members were allocated to nyala 1 and a call sign was P4, the 
Commander was Captain Lekgothoane and one barbed wire cart.  

NYALA 2 (Call sign P13) 

7 members were posted in this nyala to perform a barricade and 
blocking of aggressive strikers, the commander there was Captain 
Prinsloo he also had one barbed wire cart. 

NYALA 3 (Call Sign P 23) 

The commander of the nyala was captain Moselane who was incharge 
of ten members, amongst others there was one barbed wire cart. 

NYALA 4 (Call Sign P 17) 

The commander of Nyala 4 was Captain Mathibela who was in charge 
of five members and one (1) barbed wire cart. 

NYALA 5 (Call Sign P 8) 

The commander of Nyala 5 was Captain Seloane who was in charge 
of five members and one (1) barbed wire cart. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NYALA 6 (Call Sign P 12) 

The commander of Nyala 6 was Lt Mhlongo who was in charge of five 
members and one (1) barbed wire cart. 

Shootings from members of Barred wire were as follows: 

Warrant Officer Erasmus fired seven 7 rubber AM00525 

Warrant Officer Manchidi fired five 5 rubber AM00580 

Warrant Officer Makgoba fired five 5 rubber AM00645 

Warrant Officer Barnard fired eleven 7 rubber AM00611 

Warrant Officer Tseka fired four 4 rubber AM00574 

Warrant Officer Masubelele fired three 3  rubber AM00640 

Warrant Officer Zulu six 6 fired rubber AM00621 

From nyala 4 Call Sign 17 

Constable Mokoena fired four 4 CS 40 mm tear smoke 

From Nyala 3 P 25 

Constable Modiba fired ten 10 rubber AM13359 

Constable Seqwale fired twelve 12 rubbers AM01603 

Constable Mahwai fired eleven11 rubber AM03858 

From nyala 6 P12 . 

Lt Colonel Mthimkhulu fired three 3 9mm Q060278 

In total 4 CS 40mm gas, three 3 9mm and 83 rubber bullets. 

Warrant Officer Thulare fired two rubbers AM00357 

Warrant Officer Modise fired AM00351  

 

The reason for deployment of the razor wire was to address the 
following: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14:30 

 

15:10 

• Force continuum, 

• Show of force, 

• Protect the police show there be attack, 

• Will delay the advancement of the aggressive strikers towards 
the police, 

• For the SAPS to deploy less than lethal methods. For more 
information see Annexure ???? 

Behind the razor nyala there were five nyalas for the negotiation 
team, within which the overall commander were. Amongst others in 
the third nyala there was Brig Calitz and Col Mc Intosh. 

 All commanders were called in the for briefing at forward holding 
one, where they were suppose to receive a preparatory briefing as to 
what must be done at 15:30. 

Later on the commanders of nyalas and drivers were called to 
receive a briefing of the execution at 15:30 which took part for 
approximately 10 minutes.  The other reason why deployment of a 
razor wire was delayed is, that the media people as well as the 
President of AMCU were on the side of the striking miners, therefore 
a wire could not be deployed until it is safe to do so.  The execution 
started at about 15:42 after the ensure that the AMCU president and 
media people were safe. All POP information personnel were 
removed for their safety. 

Lt Col Pitsi was a commander of a group at holding area two, he was 
allocated with four nyalas and one Caspir. The call sign of a nyala 
within which Lt Col Pitsi was in was P5 with eight members. 

When the deployment of razor wire started For the first incident no 
member was deployed on the ground, but later when the crowd force 
themselves on the other side of the razor 13 members were deployed 
at the ground. 

RESOURCES  

Utilization of resources  

• 59 Rubber bullets were utilized  



• Four (4) CS (40ml) were shot  

• One (1) Stunt Grenade were thrown 

A further breakdown of the ammunition utilized is as follows: 

Warrant Office Tawana shot 5 rubber bullets 

Constable Motlhabane shot 10 rubber bullets 

Constable Rapulana shot 17 rubber bullets  

Constable Wing shot 9 rubber bullets 

 Constable Biko shot 8 rubber bullets 

Constable Mohume 10 shot rubber bullets. 

 

20120816 Thursday 

06:00 Briefing by general Anandale at Lonmin JOC were all 
commander attended.  Lt Col Pitsi was given a responsibility of 
taking forward holding area two group.  

09:30 Lt Colonel Pitsi with his section departed to the deployment 
area at the western side of the copy. At about ten in the morning the 
group arrived at the deployment area, at 12h40 Lt Col Pitsi received 
an instruction from Brigadier Calitz to deployed all the armoured 
vehicles (4 Nyalas and 1 Caspir) to the hill. 

Registration         Call Sign            Commander      Personnel 

BHL 093B              P 5               Lt Col Pitsi              7 members    

BDZ 442 B              P16             Captain Thulo        6 Members 

BHL 080B              P 2               Lt Ramagogodi      8 Members 

BHL 145 B             P4                 W/O Malesoana      7 Members 

BHL 332B              P18              W/O Van Rensburg  8 Members 

In total 41 members were withdrawn from the holding area two on the 
western side of the hill to reinforce members on the deployment line 
at the northern side of the hill. Captain Kidd remained incharge of the 



ninety members on the western side of the hill.  

14:00 All group commanders were called for further briefing session.  

14:30 Lt Col Scott was conducted that at 15:30 stage two of the 
operation should be implemented (that is barbed wire should be 
thrown in front of the protestors to separate the police from the 
protestors). Later on the negotiations should take place where 
protestors will be requested to lay down their arms. If protestors 
agree to be disarmed they will be allowed to disperse peacefully to 
the village. Thereafter the TRT and POP will the search hill to look for 
other weapons that might be hidden.  They will proceed to the second 
hill to do the same exercise.  If the protestor refuse to lay down their 
dangerous weapons they will be dispersed and disarmed through 
POP procedures (SO 262). 

  15:25 Lt Col Pitsi Briefed both section leaders and the Nyala drivers 
about the intended action, furthermore that this nyala were to block 
and push back the strickers towards the western side of the hill, 
should they refused to lay down their weapons. The said movement 
will be on a command of the operational commander (Brigadier 
Calitz).   

14:42 Implementation of the stage two of the operation was executed 
were the deployment of the barbed wire resumed. 

The strikers started to be violent and moved towards the barbed wire 
and nyalas.  When nyala number four started deploying a barbed wire 
Lt Col Pitsi’s group received an instruction to move towards the 
protestors in order to block and push them towards the western side.  
At that stage nyala number four was about to reach the kraal. 
Protestors tried to move in front of the nyala using the space between 
the nyala four and the kraal.  Lt Col Pitsis’ Nyala blocked the space 
between nyala 4 and the kraal, and therefore the protestors changed 
the direction and move around the other side of the kraal.  The 
protestors were thrown with stunt grenade and shot at with tear gas 
but did not disperse and pursue the course of attacking the police. 
After the protestors decided to change the direction Lt Col Pitsi’s 
nyala moved around the kraal to further block and disperse the 
protestors.   More tear gas and rubber bullets were shot at the 
protestors with intent to disperse them, but that did not help. 
Protestor started shooting at the police with pistols where Colonel 



Pitsi’s nyala was shot at twice on the left front window and several 
times on the front left body.  POP members retreated into the nyalas 
and TRT members intervened.  After the intervention by the TRT the 
protestors dispersed towards the western side of the hill. Some of 
Col Pitsi’s nyalas proceeded with the dispersal and disarming actions 
as well as  effecting arrest in the process up to the second hill.   

      

 

 

 

 

  

! COL Makhubela and Mthimkhulu”s Version 

!  

! 09 :00 Received briefing at the base by Brig Calitz of specific duties to be 

performed by members of POPS, Nyalas with wire. 

 

! 09:50 POPS members deployed to Nyalas to get into position to depart to scene at 

the AKoppie@. 

 

! 10;20 Instruction re.eived by Col Makhubela to deploy to AKoppie@ and the 

proceeded in sequence Nyala 1 to 6. 

 

! 10:40 Nyala 1 to 6 took their position at the AKoppie@ awaiting instructions. 

 

! 12:00 Strikers occupied AKoppie@ and negotiations were conducted between 

AMCU and the strikers. 



 

! 15:20 Brig Calitz called on drivers and commanders of Nyala 1 to 6 for 

briefing. 

 

! 15:30 Instruction by Col Makhubela was given to start deploying wire, from 

Nyala 1 to 6, as follows:- 

 

Nyala 1 deployed wire, members debus from Nyala on foot with body crowd management outfit, 

five (5) short guns and one (1) stopper. No strikers came near the wire. 

 

Nyala 2 deployed wire, members debus from Nyala on foot with body crowd management outfit, 

two (2) short guns, one (1) R5, one (1) stopper and ten (10) stuns. No strikers came near the 

wire. 

 

Nyala 3 deployed wire, members debus from Nyala on foot with body crowd management outfit, 

five (5) short guns and two (2) stoppers. No strikers came near the wire. 

 

Nyala 4 While deploying wire from Nyala, crowd was already approaching the Nyala. The Nyala 

went to the kraal fix point. At the kraal the crowd started to attack the police and the police 

members deburst from the Nyala to engage the protestors. One (1) stun granade was used, three 

(3) members of Nyala fired four (4) 40mm CS rounds, to disperse the on coming protestors.But it 

was ineffective and water canon was used  



 

 

Nyala 5 The Nyala was under attack by protestors, and members with bob wire were not 

deployed. The reason for not deploying was that the protestors were attacking with traditional 

dangerous weapons and members were in direct line of fire of which it was dangerous. The Nyala 

was positioned at Nyala 4 at the kraal. 

 

Nyala 6 The Nyala went around the kraal to block protestors that were approaching from the 

Northern side of the kraal in the direction of the police lines. The members deburst from the Nyala 

in an attempt to deploy the wire but were under attack by the protestors and could not deploy. The 

members used 42 rubber rounds in an attempt to disperse the protestors. One protestor with a red 

blanket draw a pistol and xpoint it directly tto the police members. Lt Col Mtimkhulu fired three (3) 

times 9mm rounds with pistol towards the protestors with dangerous weapons. The police members 

in burst the Nyala and moved towards the Northern direction. POPS members withdraw from the 

scene where NIU and TRT took over. 

 

Personnel deployed were fifty three (53)  
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